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Abstract

Measurement and reconstruction of an ele-

mental image of large brain tissue will be

beneficial to the diagnosis of neurological

brain diseases. Herein, laser-induced break-

down spectroscopy (LIBS) is introduced for

three dimensional (3D) elemental analysis

of paraffin-embedded mouse brain tissue

blocks. It is used for the first time towards

the mapping of mouse brain block samples.

A micro-LIBS prototype is developed for

brain elemental imaging and a layer-by-layer approach is used to reconstruct the

3D distribution of Ca, Mg, Na, Cu, and P in the brain tissue. Images are captured

with 50 μm lateral resolution and 300 μm depth resolution. The images show that

the reclamation area of the cortex surface is enriched with Ca and Mg. In contrast,

the Cu distribution is circular and is found primarily in the entirety of the cerebral

cortex for the paraffin-embedded brain samples. Elemental imaging results

suggest that the highest P intensity is found in the cerebellum nearby the middle

sagittal plane in the left-brain paraffin block. These preliminary results indicate

that LIBS is a potentially powerful tool for elemental bioimaging of the whole

brain and may further improve the understanding of complex brain mechanisms.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Certain elements play a crucial role in biological systems
and processes.1 In recent decades, there has been an
increasing interest in the analysis of elemental distribu-
tion and the biochemical significance regarding disease
diagnosis.2 Various analytical methods are used to image
elements in biological samples. Nondestructive tech-
niques used to determine elemental distribution in bio-
logical samples include particle-induced X-ray emission,3

micro X-ray fluorescence,4 energy-dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy,5 and high-resolution synchrotron radiation
X-ray fluorescence spectrometry.6 X-ray-based imaging
technologies are major tools for the elemental imaging of
tissues. The thermodynamics and kinetics of elements
can be also evaluated using membrane diffusible fluores-
cent probes.7 Laser ablation inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometer (LA-ICP-MS) can offer a fast and pre-
cise spatially resolved measurement of elements in situ at
the trace and ultra-trace level. The use of an ICP-MS
instrument equipped with a time of flight mass analyzer
offers a great advantage for the visualization of elemental
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distributions in rat kidney samples.8 Pisonero et al. devel-
oped an attractive nanosecond LA-ICP-MS system and
performed the qualitative elemental distribution of gold
nanoparticles (NPs) and Cd-based quantum dots within
single cells.9 Although the microprobe X-ray imaging
methods have low sensitivity, synchrotron radiation X-
ray fluorescence imaging can provide high sensitivity and
resolution.10 Moreover, LA-ICP-MS enables the identifi-
cation of isotopes in certain conditions and may be more
sensitive.10 However, the complexity of the equipment
results in difficulties in applying these methods for
routine investigations in research laboratories.11

These issues can be mitigated using laser-induced
breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), which is employed to
detect elements simultaneously on any sample type using
a single laser shot as a micro-destructive analytical tech-
nique.12 The LIBS technique has an excellent capacity to
perform sample analysis at the micrometer-scale, making
it powerful in surface imaging analysis.13 Gimenez et al.
demonstrated that LIBS imaging can be used for the
three dimensional (3D) imaging of nanoparticle distribu-
tion in biological tissue with a “layer by layer” analysis.14

LIBS is suitable for label-free and fast analysis of biologi-
cal tissue and represents a promising and powerful
approach for preclinical investigations.

Currently, LIBS imaging has been used to analyze the
distribution of Gd-based drugs and NPs in biological tis-
sue.15 The distribution of AuNPs16 in paraffin-embedded
tumor tissues was recently investigated using LIBS. The
human tumor samples were also studied to demonstrate
the mapping functionality of the LIBS technique.17, 18

When compared with other ablation techniques, such as
LA-ICP-MS, LIBS can be used to map major organic ele-
ments that were not previously accessible (e.g., C, O, H,
and P) in biological tissues.17 Furthermore, LIBS can be
operated quickly as atomization and excitation steps
occur simultaneously using single laser pulses.19

Metal ions are assumed to contribute to the patho-
physiology of neurodegenerative diseases such as
Parkinson's and Alzheimer's disease.20 For instance, the
apparent increase in Zn, Cu, Fe, and Ca was found in
human plaque of Alzheimer's disease patients in compar-
ison to healthy subjects.21 Iron is also highly concen-
trated in neuromelanin is suspected of being a cellular
susceptibility factor in Parkinson's disease.22 Neurode-
generative diseases are known to be correlated with a dis-
turbed distribution of these elements.23 Therefore,
identifying the spatial distribution of elements is crucial
for the study of neurological diseases, and measuring ele-
mental distribution in brain tissues is one of the most
challenging problems in biomedicine.24 It is also helpful
to monitor the restorative function of sleep to eliminate
neurotoxic waste products that accumulate in the awake

central nervous system.25 Currently, measurements of
the elemental distribution in brain tissues are performed
on a 5 to 20 μm thick slice. Studies always pay attention
to a small special function region such as the hippocam-
pus, corpus callosum, or the substantia nigra.26 Becker
et al. stated that a primary issue in brain imaging is to
improve the spatial resolution for single-cell analysis,
even cell organelles.27 Measurement and reconstruction
of an elemental image of large brain tissue will be benefi-
cial to the diagnosis of neurological brain diseases. There-
fore, we aimed to establish a fast and wide-field imaging
system that could gain a better understanding of the rela-
tionship between elemental distribution and mammalian
brain function. Here, 3D elemental imaging of mouse
brain tissues using LIBS is demonstrated. A LIBS analyti-
cal protocol and experimental setup were proposed for
the first time to image the 3D spatial distribution of Ca,
Mg, Na, Cu, and P across the brain tissue block.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Figure 1A and Figure 1B are the schematic diagrams of
the LIBS experimental setup. A Nd: YAG laser (Innolas,
Germany) was employed for producing radiation pulses
at 1064 nm and 5 Hz repetition rate with pulse energy
adjustable from 1.5 mJ to 100 mJ. Laser pulses were verti-
cally focused onto the sample surface through an apo-
chromatic objective lens (f = 40 mm). The plasma
emission was collected using an optical fiber at 45� angle
relative to the laser spot and guided into a Czerny-Turner
multi-spectrometer (Avantes, Netherlands), and the
detection range of 180 to 600 nm was reached with a
spectral resolution around 0.15 nm. The spectrometer
was synchronized with the Q-switch of the pulse laser.
The 2.0 μs was optimized as the optimal delay time. Dur-
ing the experiments, the sample could be translated along
three axes by an XYZ motorized stage with a travel dis-
tance of 100 mm in each direction, a maximum speed of
10 mm/s and a precision of 5 μm. The XYZ stage was
operated at external triggering mode and the movement
of the sample was synchronized with the laser firing. A
C# software was developed to control the XYZ stage,
including the speed and distance adjustment. The vertical
positioning of the sample was controlled using a laser
pointer and defined before the mapping was performed.
The position of the laser pointer (532 nm) on the sample
surface, imaged by a compact CCD camera, was indeed
direct monitoring of the focusing distance. The position
of the Z-stage will not be moved during the LIBS map-
ping experiment and the ablating point. The measure-
ments were conducted at room temperature and under
ambient pressure conditions. A LED lighting the sample
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surface allows the operator to choose the shot position
through a video of the compact CCD. The photocell out-
puts a trigger pulse signal to achieve the synchronization
between the laser beam and spectrometer. An argon flow
(5 L/min) blowing through the plasma was constantly
applied among the analysis. The gas was used to prevent
surface contamination by ablated particle deposition of
the previous laser shots and also to obtain a better sensi-
tivity.28 Before the brain sample analysis, LIBS experi-
ments were firstly performed on a monocrystalline wafer
sample. The Si spectra were used as standard signals to
indicate the stability of the experimental setup and keep
the consistency of Si spectral signals for each time.

A single emission line was selected for each element
of interest, and background correction was performed
for every peak. The background correction was per-
formed using custom software and a baseline was
defined in the selected wavenumber range. The
MATLAB algorithm detected given peaks and defined a
baseline in the selected range. LIBS spatial distribution
images were reconstructed using the normalized peak
area of analytical lines, including the area from 279 nm
to 280 nm for Mg (I) 279.8 nm, 393 nm to 394 nm for
Ca (I) 393.37 nm, 588.8 nm to 589.2 nm for Na (I)
588.99 nm, 324.6 nm to 324.9 nm for Cu (I) 324.75 nm
and 214.23 nm to 214.48 nm for P (I) 214.37 nm. The
spectra matrix was displayed using a false-color scale to
provide a visual result of the multi-elemental mapping
(MATLAB 2018b), expressed in arbitrary units from
blue (low distribution) to red or yellow (high
distribution).

In the present study, the 8-week-old female mouse brain
samples were used as test samples. All the animal experi-
ments were approved by the Ethical Review Committee of
Sichuan University. The left-brain and right-brain tissue
blocks are shown in Figure 2A and Figure 2B. The brain
samples were embedded in paraffin wax with the sagittal
view (see Figure 2D and Figure 2E). The LIBS scanning

(with a step size of 100 μm) was performed point by point
to obtain imaging of elemental distribution. Figure 2C
shows the process of LIBS analyze layer-by-layer. The
plasma spectrum was recorded for each sampling position.
The paraffin-embedded samples were directly scanning ana-
lyzed rather than used a thin section of brain tissue, which
is more suitable with the advantage of minimal sample
preparation of LIBS technique. The analyze region of LIBS

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram

of brain elemental imaging LIBS

experimental setup. A, LIBS

setup; B, 3D model of the Micro-

LIBS prototype. LIBS, laser-induced

breakdown spectroscopy

FIGURE 2 The brain tissue block samples and layer-by-layer

mapping analysis. A, Right brain tissue block. B, Left brain tissue

block. C, LIBS analyze layer-by-layer. D, Paraffin-embedded brain

sample before mapping analysis. E, Paraffin-embedded brain

sample after mapping analysis. LIBS, laser-induced breakdown

spectroscopy
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mapping was set within 6 mm × 11 mm area for right-
brain, 6 mm × 13 mm area for left-brain, to ensure that the
brain tissue block volume was covered (Figure 2E).

The ablated surface of the tissue was subsequently
trimmed by microtome to create a fresh flat surface.
The depth of trimmed was equal with the ablated depth
and ensure the analysis of the next layer will not be
affected. Depth of ablated crater was detected with a 3D
Optical Microscopes (Contour GT-K, Bruker Nano
Inc.). The surface of the ablated crater was measured
via Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (JSM-7500F,
Oxford Instruments). Sets of consecutive ablation scans,
layer by layer, were performed, with 264 000 and
280 800 laser pulses for right-brain and left-brain,
respectively. The 3D images were reconstructed based
on the results of layer by layer analysis. The time
required to analyze each layer imaging was about
1.5 hours at a 5 Hz laser repetition rate. The serial 2D
images acquired by LIBS were converted to step-
through videos by ImageJ for 3D visualization.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is well understood that laser pulse energy has a direct
influence on the spectral intensity and the size of the

ablation craters produced. During LIBS mapping, the
ablation crater size contributes directly to the image reso-
lution. Smaller ablation craters result in smaller pixel
sizes in the elemental image. However, the emission line
intensity is strongly dependent on the amount of ablated
material. Therefore, an adequate balance between spatial
resolution and detection sensitivity is required.11 The
relationship between laser pulse energy and ablation cra-
ter diameter was studied by generating an array of abla-
tion sites with energy between 1.5 and 100 mJ. As
expected, the crater diameter increased with increased
laser energy (Figure 3A), specifically, the diameter
increased from 20 μm to 140 μm. Notably, as shown in
Figure 3B, the spectral line intensity increased sharply
with laser energy between 1.5 mJ and 10 mJ. When the
energy was increased further, the plasma shielding effect
prevents efficient ablation of the target material, resulting
in poor repeatability.29 Although the 10 mJ laser-pro-
duced higher line intensity, a bigger ablated crater was
formed on the paraffin block compared with the 7 mJ
laser. Thus, a 7 mJ laser was selected for the following
brain elemental distribution experiments to keep a bal-
ance between mapping resolution and spectral intensity.
The morphology (Figure 3C) and depth profiles of the
ablation craters were further characterized using a 3D
optical microscope. The results show that the average z-

FIGURE 3 Performance of

brain elemental imaging LIBS

analysis. A, Diameter of ablation

crater with different laser

energy. B, LIBS emission line

intensity for the 247.85 nm Carbon

line measured in paraffin sample

with different laser energy. C, 3D

image of crater measured with the

white-light interferometer. D,

Depth of ablated crater detected

with 3D optical microscopes. E,

Surface of crater measured via

SEM. LIBS, laser-induced

breakdown spectroscopy
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depth during LIBS mapping of paraffin brain tissue was
300 μm in our experiment (standard deviation 15 μm,
Figure 3D). The configuration and experimental condi-
tions produced ablation craters with 50 μm diameter
(Figure 3E).

The LIBS spectra of brain tissue from 180 to 600 nm
are shown in Figure 4. Abundant emission lines were
identified in this spectral range, including Mg (279.8 nm,
280.27 nm, 285.21 nm), Ca (315.88 nm, 317.93 nm,
321.52 nm, 393.37 nm, 396.85 nm), Na (588.99 nm,

FIGURE 4 LIBS spectra of the

paraffin-embedded brain tissue.

LIBS, laser-induced breakdown

spectroscopy

FIGURE 5 Elemental imaging of Ca, Mg, Na, Cu and P in the right-brain tissue block. The color number scale of the elemental images

is expressed in arbitrary units. The scale bar means normalized peak area of characteristic lines
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589.59 nm), Cu (324.75 nm, 327.4 nm), C (193.09 nm,
247.85 nm) and P (214.37 nm). The LIBS spectra indicate
that these elements show an acceptable signal-to-noise
ratio. Moreover, the observation of strong C-C
(388.34 nm) and C-N (563.55 nm) emission bonds were
expected owing to the organic, biological structure of the
tissues and the paraffin substrate. C-C and C–N can be
observed in LIBS spectra in addition to atomic emission
for samples that contain C and N.30, 31

The results of elemental imaging using LIBS are
shown in Figure 5 (right-brain) and Figure 6 (left-
brain). The different analytical layers were represented
by the corresponding number. The middle sagittal
plane was the first layer analyzed, which is represented
by number 1, defined as layer 1. The number 10 in Fig-
ure 5 and the number 9 in Figure 6 represent the outer-
most sagittal layer of the right and left-brain,

respectively. The images illustrate the spatial distribu-
tion of elements over large areas at brain tissue block.
We observe a strong spatial heterogeneity of the ele-
ments found in the whole brain block. The image pro-
files show that Ca and Mg distribute similarly. An
apparent increase was observed from the middle sagit-
tal plane to the outermost sagittal layer. Ca and Mg
were mostly found in the last three ablated layers,
suggesting that the cortex reclamation area was
enriched with Ca and Mg. Furthermore, the greatest
peak intensities of Ca and Mg in the cerebral cortex
were in the auditory and somatosensory cortex. In the
cerebellum, the simple lobule, crus of the ansiform lob-
ule, and the paramedian lobule were enriched with Ca
and Mg. Otherwise, the cerebral hemisphere cortex
exhibited a greater intensity than the cerebellum. It is
known that the largest number of neurons are found in

FIGURE 6 Elemental imaging of Ca, Mg, Na, Cu and P in the left-brain tissue. The scale bar means normalized peak area of

characteristic lines
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the cerebral cortex, and both elements perform similar
functions in the brain and neurons.32 Thus, a large dis-
tribution of Ca and Mg were found in the mouse brain.
3D distributions of Ca and Mg are shown in Visualization
S1 and Visualization S2, respectively.

The Na intensity was lower throughout the brain, and
the spectra in Figure 5 and Figure 6 indicates that it is
heterogeneity distributed. Na is commonly found in
biological tissues. However, it was difficult to identify a
specific distribution of Na in this work. The Na concen-
tration in the eight-week-old mouse brain was in low-
ebb.33 Although the concentrations of Na in the mouse
brain of 8 week-old was low-ebb, it was still higher than
Ca and Mg elements.32 Nonetheless, the Na distribution
in the cerebral cortex was lower, compared with that of
Ca and Mg, and there was no apparent increase from the
middle sagittal layer to the surface sagittal layer. There-
fore, the distribution of Na may be severely affected by
the paraffin embedding process and clearly showed in
the result of the LIBS elemental image. Other authors
that studied the trace element analysis by LA-ICP-MS
also found that qualitative Na distribution was affected
by the paraffin embedding in the cryo-cut tissue.34 The
3D distribution of Na was reconstructed and shown in
Visualization S3.

Cu is an essential element that functions as a cofac-
tor of various enzymes.24 The Cu distribution forms an
enclosed circle all through the whole brain, which sug-
gests that Cu is concentrated in the cerebral cortex. 3D
distribution of Cu is shown in Visualization S4. Cu
emission lines were weakly detected in the cerebral
medulla, attributing to the fact that Cu plays an
important role in brain myelination.35 Circulation and
cell metabolism are more active in the cortex,36 which
comprises a thin, wrinkled mantle of gray tissues con-
sisting of millions of neurons. Cu is required for activ-
ity, and the oxidative deamination of peptidyl lysine in
this region results in the formation of cross-links in
collagen and elastin.37, 38 Furthermore, the spectral
intensity of Cu in the right-brain was higher than in
the left-brain, specifically in the fourth layer of the
right-brain. This was attributed to the appearance of
the infralimbic cortex at this depth.

Researchers have reported that nonmetals are mostly
found in the corpus callosum.26, 37 However, here we
show that high spectral intensity of P was found in the
second, third, and fourth ablated layers of the left-brain
within paraffin samples. 3D distribution of P is shown in
Visualization S5. The mapping results suggested that P
was primarily found around the middle sagittal plane in
the left-brain paraffin block. Meanwhile, the highest P
intensity was found in the cerebellum nearby the middle
sagittal plane.

4 | CONCLUSION

Here, we presented a bioimaging strategy for a mouse
brain block tissue based on LIBS. The spatial distribution
of Ca, Mg, Na, Cu, and P were evaluated across the brain.
For the first time, this methodology demonstrates the pos-
sibility of performing ablation-based fast imaging of the
mouse brain. The results offer new insight into the use of
LIBS for brain tissue elemental imaging. The protocol and
device will improve understanding of the chemical basis of
many brain diseases. In summary, we have shown that
LIBS can be applied for rapid and accurate reconstruction
of elemental images across a whole brain. However, fur-
ther study is required for quantitative analysis and per-
form mapping towards frozen even fresh brain tissue to
avoid analytical bias linked to the FFPE procedures.
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